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Visit our reception to book your next activity.
NB: * = CHARGEABLE

BUSH BARBEQUE DINNER*
Adjacent to the lodge is our dedicated bush barbeque area. Here, our 
chefs prepare a lavish 7-course banquet, which is served on individual 
tables gathered around a blazing fire-pit. At the end of dinner, our 
guitarist entertains you as drinks are served around the bonfire.

VISIT TO THE SHETANI CAVES AND LAVA FLOWS*
A black lava flow of 8 kilometres, 1.6 kilometres wide and 5 metres 
deep, are the remains of volcanic eruptions. They were the subject 
of tales among local communities who named the flow “shetani,” 
meaning evil in Kiswahili, after it spewed from the earth when it was 
just 240 years old. Climbing the flow isn’t an easy task, as the thick, 
black soil is composed of uneven chunks of solid magma.

VISIT TO MZIMA SPRINGS*
Mzima Springs is a peaceful oasis at the heart of red-dusty Tsavo. 

Filtered by porous sponge-like soil, the water from the Chyulu 
Hills and the Shetani lava flow sustains a unique ecosystem 
40 kilometres away. It’s a haven for fishes, birds, monkeys, 

crocodiles and hippos. The main attractions are the two nature 
trails leading to an underwater viewing tank.

GAME DRIVES*
Experience the daily drama that unfolds in the Kenyan Savannah. 

Tsavo National Park consists of a diverse ecosystem where 
numerous species of wildlife can be spotted. From the tenacious 
elephant herds to buffalos and the big cats, a day or night game 

drive in Tsavo is a must-have experience!

Time 
Daily Throughout the day

Time 
Daily Throughout the day

Day Time 
Daily Morning and Afternoon

Time 
Daily Available on request

Night Time 
7:00pm – 9:00pm and 
9:00pm – 11:00pm
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ROARING ROCKS*
Over the plain called Rhino Valley and Ngulia, the Roaring Rocks, located near 
the Rhino Sanctuary, have long been an observation point for the protection of 
Black Rhinoceros. Once climbed, they will give you magnificent panoramic 
views, usually only seen by the eagles and buzzards that fly around these cliffs. 
These rocks are named after the buzz of cicadas that inhabit them and the howl 
of the wind that hits the bare rocks. 

BUBBLY SUNDOWNER AT LION ROCK *
Sundowners are an essential part of safari life and date back to the 
time of the great safaris of the 1920s when elegant cocktails were 
served while watching the spectacle of the African sunset. Timed 
to begin as the sun starts its descent, the sundowner opens with a 
gentle evening game drive, arriving at the site just as the evening 
sky turns gold-pink.

LION ROCK BREAKFAST WITH BUBBLY*
Not many experiences are more memorable as breakfast on the 

Lion Rock. The chefs will welcome you to a wonderfully set 
breakfast buffet of cold cuts, fruits, cereals and hot dishes with 

eggs made to your specifications as you wait. A great setting 
for wildlife watching, you’re welcome to relax and only say 

“Kwaheri” (goodbye) after you’ve had enough.
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Daily Available on request

Time 
Daily Available on request
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